1997 infiniti i30 starter

One problem related to starter has been reported for the Infiniti I The most recently reported
issues are listed below. I have a Infiniti I30 that was purchased oct with apprx 94, now has , I
have even taken the vehicle to the local Infiniti dealership and them nor anyone else can figure
out what is wrong with the vehicle. I have replaced 2 starters, alternator, ignition switch, 2
ignition coils, cam shaft angle sensor, crank shaft angle sensor, 3 sets of spark plugs,valve
cover gaskets, fuel pump, fuel filters, major front and back wheel computerized alignment,
transmission filter and oil. Car spits and sputters acting like its running out of gas. It dies when
at a light, in gear, reverse, takes a turn. Pretty much all the time, Infiniti dealer says only thing
wrong is a shutter sensor which was told that would not affect the driving. I am currently at a
loss for what I should do to have my car replaced, I am a senior citizen and on social security
and have a very limited income but need my car fixed. I am seeking any kind of help for fixing
my car. Thank you in advance. Car Problems. Starter problem 1. Other Electrical System related
problems of the Infiniti I My son has a infiniti i30 and when he came home from college, he said
he thought he needed a new battery as had to jump start the car a few times and the following
morning I tried to start it and it would not turn over. I tried to jump start myself and I got clicking
and decided to get a new battery as the battery looked like it might me the original but even if
not we purchased from original owner about 6 mos ago I thought it was a good purchase. Well
unfortunately after installing, the same problem, the car would not start at all. There is electrical,
i. Money is very tight now so thought Id try to diagnosis myself via self troubleshooting, but
obviously this vehicle is much differen than my Dodge Caravan Base which I have had success
with, but to maje a long stiry short, the car has been sitting it driveway for a few months, and a
few weeks ago I went back out and there was no electrical, radio, or anything else. Someone
suggested it might be an electrical or computer issue, I read somewhere that in some instances,
the security system might block the starter or some scenario like that and I wondered if that
might be a possibility. I traded the battery for a new one, as had free replacement, and installed
and back to same ole, radio, etc with no sound when trying to start engine, and i decided to
check the fuses, but though am a novice with the analog mulimeter I got I could not get any
readings from the inside fuses underbdrivers side dashboard, I was able to get readings from
the fuses in the fusible link box under the hood, and all of those fuses were good, but did not
know how to access or test thw bigger ones like 30 size that have window, and not sure if I pull
those out to test, open the cover plastic or? To see if a fuse is ok when they are connected to
power simply check the slits on each side of the top of the fuse with your voltmeter. If you use
the ohmmeter function of the meter then remove the fuse from the circuit and place the probes
of the meter on each of the contacts. You should see zero ohms if the fuse is good. Check to
make sure that the fuses under the hood are getting power. Once that is ok then make sure that
power is getting to the fuse panel in the dash when the ignition switch is on. To understand how
starting systems work you can do a search on how things work. All cars use basically the same
design to work the starter. A friend of mine had same car. One day he went to put the key in the
car and he turned the key and car cranked engine turned but wouldnt catch. He was a type of
person who threw his keys alot, on the table, on the counter etc. Well it turned out in the end
that the key had a chip inside of it, and the constant crashing of the keys ruined the key. You
may want to try the spare key if you have one. The clicking sound probably was your starter
trying to engage the flywheel. You could also have a starter issue. Some places will test it for
free. The alternator can also be bencha tested to see if its failing. You have a starter issue and
that has to be addressed first. A battery going dead after sitting around for a couple of months
could be normal, especially if there had been several unsuccessful attempts to start it before
the sitting around period. If you still have problems with the battery after installing a new or
reman starter, then you will need to check out the alternator. Any way you can remove it and get
it to a car parts place? They can check it there. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We
don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Customers also viewed these products.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. If you can wait 9 days for a starter to get from Memphis, TN to the
west coast for me , it would be difficult for you to beat the price of this starter. Discount Starter
and Alternator vendor will confirm your application via email. My guess is that these exact

starters are boxed slightly differently and sold for more than twice the price at many auto parts
stores. Although the words on the box differed, the label looked very similar to a starter that I
saw at a local parts store. My application was a '98 Nissan Maxima which took between 30
minutes and an hour to replace. One person found this helpful. I bought this for my
step-daughter's car and even though it turns out the problem was her ignition switch, it wasn't
difficult to switch out and works perfectly. Well I purchased this because my daughter's car
would not crank without keep shaking the swch or getting out and touching it with a
screwdriver to crank. Shade tree mechanics, you know what I am talking about I put this starter
on and it crunk great for about 2 weeks then started back having the same issues. I though it
was the starter but back trouble shot the problem and found it was something else. I just left
this new starter on the vehicle and it is still running better than a new car fresh off the lot. Thank
God for replacement parts online. This product is well worht the money spent. This starter
motor replacement arrived and appeared identical to the starter I removed from the car. It works
well and immediately solved the occasional not functioning problem I had with the original
starter motor. Very happy with the purchase and would recommend doing business with this
firm to others. Was able to install it myself and car starts without hesitation. Has been working
without a hitch for about a month. Item was delivered in a timely manner and works as
advertised. Ended up having to hold down gas and turning the key for seconds before it starts.
It started great for about 6 months, but than it just went with out warning, we were stuck at the
mall and had to get a tow. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Car
wont start put in a new battery but lites don't dim and all I get is a click when I try to start it. Do
you. Hello, This sounds like the starter has gone out but to be sure lets testing first, here is a
guide that will show you how. Here is a diagram on where the starter is on your car. Please run
this test and get back to us so we can continue helping you. Cheers, Ken Image Click to
enlarge. Was this answer. It will start some and then the next time it will sit there and turn and
turn , then it like to much gas is going to the motor it like it jump back Was this answer. The car
has an automatic transmission. I tested the inhibitor switch. It seems to be fine. I tested the
starter motor and solenoid, they passed. The theft warning relay, ignition relay and inhibitor
relay passed. I performed voltage drop test on battery cables, they passed. Battery passed. No
blown fuses, corrosion, broken wires or faulty connectors. The hood switch is disconnected.
Sounds like it's time for a voltage drop test on the whole starting system. Did you do a "load
test" on the battery? Could the ignition switch be faulty? If so how do I test for these
conditions? It is possible. I would drop test the whole starting system first as that is way more
likely. Let me know what the voltages are and I can help you more. Lots of power- even tried w
booster pack. I would say remove the start and take it to your favorite parts store and have them
test it. If it tests good then I you need to see if there is power to the small term at the starter that
comes from the ignition switch. Get back to me with what you find ok. But will sometimes start
up with a jump. Starts fine up to ten times then shut it off and try it again a few minutes later and
nothing at all. Tried it in neutral and park. Battery good. Have the starter motor checked. It may
have a dead spot in the armature. Roy Was this answer. So you had the alternator and battery
tested? Also made sure the battery cables are clean and tight? Do you a multimeter to do some
testing? I was guessing possibly the starter. When it does it, would hitting it with a hammer be a
way of checking it? I do have voltmeters. Should I test it for resistance and what should it be? I
just got done replacing a shift solenoid in the trans of a saturn today which I had to check with a
meter. Yes you can try hitting it with a hammer while the key is in the start position. Also you
can see if the small trigger wire has power at the starter while the key is in the start position. Ok
thankyou. I'll check it out next time it messes up. Probably tomorrow Was this answer. Alright
keep me posted. Thankyou for your advice. The starter was smoked. Now I'm trying to fin
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Was this answer. My car wont start when key is turned, but when it is a rainy or damp day it will
turn over all day rainy. When you say it won't start, do you mean the starter won't engage or it
does engage and turn the engine, but it refuses to start? Still, I turn key and all proper lights
come on but no starter-- not the classic chatter of solenoid issues- silence. Things dim like its
putting load on starter but only multiple turns back and forth to the start position will make it
fire up. When it does, all sounds great. Seems like when its hot, its worse. Battery is new too.
This is a rebuilt engine from a Maxima. Please login or register to post a reply. When your
engine is not cranking turning over it will be mainly due to three separate areas, first it could be
the battery, cables or poor connection, next is the starter Starting Problems Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

